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Omni-channel marketing communication on 
a massive scale with personalised customer 

interactions using machine learning



2.5B contacts

6B email sends per month

0.9B email opens per month

75M email clicks per month



Our customers need to know…



… about their deliverability metrics



Rapid increase in our customer base brought our in-house 
infrastructure to its limits

Runtime of the query producing the domain level data increased 
to several hours

Such a query can be run daily, but any reasonable alerting needs 
monitoring of deliverability throughout the hours following a 
campaign launch



We decided to go with the Google Cloud Platform…

Broad spectrum of tools for 
processing and storing big 
data in the cloud



… and using Google BigQuery as our data warehouse

• Serverless – “NoOps”

• High-performance 
processing of massive 
datasets out of the box

• Pricing for storage and 
computation is separated 



With BigQuery we were able to scale our deliverability 
reporting calculation seamlessly

Runtime of the query producing the domain level data decreased 
to less than 10 minutes

Suitable for post campaign launch monitoring



New features quickly put our design decisions to the test

Every query in BigQuery is a full table/column scan



Restructuring data in BigQuery is not trivial

No custom partitions in 
BigQuery

customer1,
customer2,

…
customerN

customer1

...

customer2

customerN



Simple queries would be prohibitively expensive

Always query all the data for every customer L



Using load jobs would take too long

A single load job for every customer, every day…

… however, there is a 50k load job limit per day per project



Streaming all the data would also cost too much

Either using expensive high-memory machines or having very 
low speed



A simple transformation of the data enables cost effective 
loading using queries

Keep in mind, BigQuery has columnar storage

customer1,
customer2,

…
customerN

customer1, null, … , null
null, customer2, …, null

…
null, null, ..., customerN



Exact steps of the transformation:

1. Transform data (separate column for every customer)

2. Load transformed data into BigQuery

3. Run a query for every day, every customer

4. Store results separately



For smaller datasets streaming remains an optimal choice

Using Google Dataflow



By the way, what is Google Dataflow?

A unified programming model 
(Apache Beam) and a managed 
service



Using this hybrid method we achieved significant time and 
cost savings

Using queries 
only

Using load 
jobs only

Using 
streaming 
only with 

Google 
Dataflow

Using a 
hybrid

solution

Time 
needed

~ 3X days > 10X days ~X days ~X days

Costs several $ 10Y free >$ 10Y <$ Y



Can we do better?

GreenPlum: daily aggregation

BigQuery: hourly aggregation

…?



New data needs not only to be streamed but also to be 
processed in real time

• Decoration of events with 
data from other events

• Filter for unique events in a 
time window of several 
weeks
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